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Braille Challenge Contacts 
Sergio Oliva     (323) 663-1111, Ext. 3137   
Director, Programs and Services 

 
Marie Saldivar      (323) 663-1111, Ext. 1215 
National Programs Coordinator 
 
Christine Pak                (323) 663-1111, Ext. 1321 
National Programs Specialist 

 
Five Age-Appropriate Contests 
 
There are five contest groups:  Apprentice (grades 1-2), Freshman (grades 3-4), 
Sophomore (grades 5-6), Junior Varsity (grades 7-9) and Varsity (grades 10-12).  
All contests are designed to be held in 25-minute-long sessions.  
 

 
Apprentice and Freshman   Sophomore, Junior Varsity and                 
  • Spelling                                  Varsity 
  • Proofreading       • Proofreading 
  • Reading Comprehension                   • Reading Comprehension 
             • Speed and Accuracy 
            • Chart and Graph Reading  
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: This Scoring Guidelines booklet Word document contains 
contest examples in simbraille.  If you do not have the simbraille font, when you 
open this file the simbraille will convert to ASCII.  Simbraille will print correctly if 
you use the .PDF version of this document, which is available on our website. You 
also may use the .BRF Training DVD files and either emboss the sample contests, 
or have someone who has braille transcription software print it out the simbraille 
sections. The “answer keys” also are in a .BRF file format if you’d like to emboss 
the sample contests and answer keys to follow along with the training DVD, or to 
test yourself on scoring before viewing the DVD. 

SCORING GUIDELINES 
IMPORTANT:  A document listing the maximum point total achievable for   

    each contest will be provided along with contests.  Be sure to check your total 
scores against this document. IF YOUR TOTAL SCORE FOR A CONTEST IS 
HIGHER THAN THE “MAXIMUM POSSIBLE” POINT TOTAL, THERE HAS 
BEEN AN ERROR EITHER IN THE SCORING OR CALCULATION OF POINTS, 
OR POINT VALUE USED FOR A CONTEST.  THE CONTEST NEEDS TO BE 
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RESCORED.  BE AWARE, EACH CONTEST HAS A DIFFERENT POINT 
VALUE.    
 
NOTE:  A copy of the Proctor Guidelines will be available in the Scoring Room for 
your reference. 
 

NEW THIS YEAR – Unified English Braille for ALL 
CONTESTS ACROSS ALL CATEGORIES. THERE WILL BE 
NO EBAE OPTION.  
 

Contest Face Sheet 
Please see instructions, sample, and example on pg 26 and 27. 
 
REMINDER: Please use only one Contest Face Sheet for each contest regardless 
of the number of passages, etc., that the contestant completed. 
 

General Instructions for Visually Impaired Scorers 
Instructions for each contest indicate that errors should be marked in red pencil. If 
you are having difficulty accurately placing your marks, we recommend brailling 
your own scoring document on a separate sheet of paper for each contest you 
score. Braille the contestant’s name, record all errors made and the “Total Score.” 
Next to the “Total Score” braille your initials. Attach this sheet to the 
contestant’s individual contest. Remember to check the point value for each 
contest.  
 
Based on our experience at Braille Institute, brailling your own scoring document  
is equally efficient for all multiple choice contests, but it will add time to the scoring 
of the Speed and Accuracy contests. This factor should be considered when 
scoring contests within a tight deadline for same-day awards. 
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Speed and Accuracy 
(See samples on pages 17-23) 
IF YOU ARE NOT A UEB CERTIFIED TRANSCRIBER, YOU MUST SCORE 
THIS CONTEST USING THE BRAILLE ANSWER KEY ONLY. 
 
1. You will receive an answer key that will have the total number of words for each 

line and each paragraph.  It will also contain notes as to what has been 
included in the narration – such as letter sign, blank line, a comma in a number 
(23,000).  Please use this when scoring and calculating the correct number of 
words brailled.   

2. This contest is formatted to accommodate 8½” x 11” paper.  Contestants may 
be using the larger size 11½” x 11” paper, however, they are instructed to follow 
the recorded “new line” instruction as closely as possible and not use the whole 
line length of the 11½” x 11” paper.  Regional Coordinators are being asked to 
ensure that all brailler margins are set for a 28-cell line. 

3. There will no longer be negative scores for this contest.  If you determine with 
certainty that the contest you are scoring will have an end result of a negative 
score, stop scoring at the point you make this determination and mark the score 
as zero.  See samples on pages ______. 
You must make every effort to score the entire contest if a positive score is 
possible. 

          The purpose of this change in scoring is to alleviate the time-consuming    
     process of having to score a Speed & Accuracy contest where it is evident the   
     end result will be a negative score. 

     However, every effort should be made to score a contest when it 
appears a positive score will be achieved, even if it results in a score as low 
as 9 points.  Every benefit possible should be given to all contestants when 
scoring this contest. 

4. The contestants are instructed not to “for” out words, but to keep brailling.  You 
are to consider only the last brailled word when scoring the contest.   

5. Mark mistakes with a line above the mistake and a 2 above the line, and add 
them all up for each paragraph.  There is a two-point deduction for each word 
that contains one or more mistakes, including words that are missing and 
format errors (see scoring examples on pages 19-20).  Mark a diagonal line 
through extra words and words that have been rebrailled.  (See lines 1 and 21 
on page 19.)  

6. There may be formatting instructions in the narrative – such as, “cell-5 
heading,” “list format,” or “poetry format”.   
 The contestants are given instruction that a cell-5 heading must begin in cell 
5.  There is a two-point deduction for each heading not beginning in cell 5.   
     For “list format”, the instruction given is “Format the following items as a 
list, beginning in cell 1 with runovers in cell 3.”  They are told when a line is 
a runover (new line runover) or when it is just a new line beginning at the 
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margin.  At the end of the list there will be an “End of list format” instruction, 
followed by the blank line instruction.  Each item in a list will be given only one 
two-point deduction regardless of how many formatting errors were made.  For 
example, if there are three items in a list and there are two formatting errors in 
each item, there would be a deduction of six points total for those three items.  
(See sample on page 21 of this booklet.) 

7. Mark off for a new paragraph that is not indented. 
8. On the LAST PAGE of each passage record the total for that passage (see 

example on page 18).  Total final scores for all the passages completed and 
record that number on the FIRST PAGE of the first passage in the upper right-
hand corner (see example on page 19), and on the Contest Face Sheet (7.), 
initial it (8.), include your notes, if any, (9.), and attach it to contest.  (See 
sample on page 27.)  Use only one Contest Face Sheet for each contest  
regardless of the number of passages completed.   
 

Speed and Accuracy Instructions for Visually Impaired Scorers 
1.  Braille the passage number.  
2.  Keep track of errors line by line. When you come to a line with an error, braille  

the letter “L” (for “line”) and then the line number. Braille a full cell as a tick mark 
for each error found in that line. For example, if there are no errors on lines 1 
and 2, but 4 errors on line 3, you would braille “L3” then four full cells, each 
separated by a space. 

3.  At the end of each passage, braille “Total Word Count” for that passage, based 
on the number of words indicated on the answer key, then braille  

 “Total Errors Found” and the number. Subtract the Total Errors Found from the 
Total Word Count.  Repeat this process for the second passage.  There will be 
a two-point deduction for each word that contains one or more mistakes, 
including words that are missing.  

4.  Total the scores from both passages, then braille the words “Total Score”   
followed by your final number. Attach this sheet to the contest. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Guidelines for Speed and Accuracy Scoring: 
1.  Ghost dots are not counted as a mistake. 
2.  It is not an error if a contestant uses 11½” x 11” paper and brailles across 
     the full length of the line.  However, they are instructed to follow the  
     recorded “new line” instruction as closely as possible. 
3.  No more than one error possible per word (if they make two mistakes    
     on one word, it counts as one mistake with a 2-point deduction).  
4.  Omitted words count as one mistake for each word with a 2-point deduction. 
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5.  Extra words brailled that are not on the answer key should be marked with a  
     diagonal line through them and not counted in the scoring.     
6.  Punctuation is counted as part of the word.  If there is an error in the    
     word and punctuation is incorrect, it is counted as one mistake with a 2-point  
     deduction.  If the word is correct but the punctuation is incorrect, it is counted  
     as one mistake with a 2-point deduction.  If there is an error in the word and  
     the punctuation is correct, it is counted as one mistake with a 2-point  
     deduction. 
7.  If a word brailled at the end of a line did not fit and the word was not rebrailled  
     at the beginning of the next line, the incomplete word is counted as an error.   
     (See page 20, line 36.) 

 8.  Contestants are instructed not to use Nemeth numbers.  If they use Nemeth  
         numbers, this is counted as an error. 

9.  If a contestant is consistent with a formatting error (i.e., blank line between  
       paragraphs or two blank cells after a period), do not count it as an error.  (It  
       may be how they were taught to format.) To help us identify this quickly,  
       please indicate what the formatting error is on the Contest Face Sheet.   
  Please note: this applies to these types of formatting errors only. 

10.  Formatting instructions given in the narration for cell-5 headings, list  
       format, etc., must be scored as individual errors.  If a contestant did not put a  
       cell-5 heading in the fifth cell, that is counted as one error every time there  
       is a cell-5 heading in a passage.  For list formatting, deduct only 2 points for  
       each item regardless of how many lines are indented incorrectly (see page  
       21). 
            Notations will be made in brackets on the answer key as to these items,  
       including blank lines before a cell-5 heading and blank lines before and after  
       a list. 

 
 
 
Spelling 
(See sample on pages 12-13) 

If you are not a certified UEB transcriber, you MUST use the 
BRAILLE answer key only when scoring this contest.   
1.  Three (3) points for each word that is spelled correctly in uncontracted  
     braille.   
2.  Three (3) points for each word brailled correctly in contracted braille. 
3.  The contestants are instructed not to “for” out an incorrect word, but to  

keep brailling.  You are to consider only the last uncontracted word brailled, 
and the last contracted word brailled, even if a previous spelling might be 
correct and the last one brailled is incorrect. It does not matter if the 
uncontracted or contracted version is brailled first or second. 
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4.  If a word is brailled correctly, mark the total point value to the left of  
     the number.   Mark an incorrect word with a line above it and write a zero (0)  
     to the left of the number.  If a word has been rebrailled, mark a diagonal line  
     through the first version of the word.  (See sample on page 13, word 2.)   
5.  Do not mark off if the contestant used the wrong number next to a word,  
     or brailled the number incorrectly in any way. 
6.  Add up all the points and record the total score on the Contest Face  
     Sheet (7.), initial it (8.), include your notes (9.), if appropriate, and attach  
     it to contest.  (NOTE:  It is recommended that each page be totaled, and  
     then all page totals added up for a combined total score.)  Record only the  
     COMBINED TOTAL score on the Contest Face Sheet.  (See sample on page  
     27.)  
 
Spelling Instructions for Visually Impaired Scorers 
1. Scorers should indicate with a full cell that a word is incorrect. For a misspelled 

word, braille the number of the incorrect word, followed by one or two full cells. 
If both the uncontracted and contracted words are incorrect, place two full cells 
next to the number, with a space between them. If there is only one possible 
correct word and it is spelled wrong, or if either the uncontracted or contracted 
word is spelled wrong, place one full cell next to the number. Attach this sheet 
to the contest. 

2. Do not mark off points if the contestant used the wrong number next to a word. 
If the word is incorrect, braille the word instead for reference, followed by the 
appropriate number of full cells next to it.   

3.  If the contestant has brailled all 40 words, count the number of missed words 
and subtract it from the total number of possible points for that contest session.  
Braille the words “Total Score” followed by your final number.  

NOTE:  Not all sessions complete the entire 40 words possible, so confirm the 
total possible points with your Scoring Room Administrator.  
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Chart/Graph Reading 
(See Multiple Choice sample contest on pages 14-16) 
1.  Fifteen (15) points for each correct answer.  
2.  The contestants are instructed not to “for” out an incorrect answer, but  
     to keep brailling.  You are to consider only the last answer brailled,  
     even if a previous answer might be correct and the last one is  
     incorrect.  
3.  If an answer is correct, mark the point value to the left of the number.       
     Mark an incorrect answer with a line above it and write a zero (0) to the left of  
     the number.  If an answer has been rebrailled, mark a diagonal line through  
     the first version of the answer.  (See sample on page 15, answer 2.)   
4.  Do not mark off if the contestant used the wrong number next to an  
     answer, or brailled the number incorrectly in any way. 
5.  For the answers, do not mark off if the letter indicator, capital dot, or  
     period is missing. 
6.  Add up separately the points for each chart and graph contest  
     completed, then record the combined total score for all the chart and graph  
     contests on the Contest Face Sheet (7.), initial it (8.), include your notes (9.), if  
     appropriate, and attach it to contest.  (See sample on page 27.)   
     Record only the COMBINED TOTAL score on the Contest Face Sheet.  Use  
     only one Contest Face Sheet for each contestant regardless of the number of  
     Charts & Graphs contests completed.  
 
Charts and Graphs Instructions for Visually Impaired Scorers 
1. Braille the word “Graph” and indicate the number of the chart or graph. 
2.  Braille the number of the incorrect answer, followed by a full cell. Add up the 

number of correctly answered questions for each chart or graph and multiply by 
15 points to indicate the score. For example, if there are 10 answers in Graph 1, 
and you found two questions answered incorrectly, you would braille “Score 
120.” Repeat this process for the second graph. 

3. Total the scores from both charts and graphs contests, then braille the words 
“Total Score” followed by your final number. Attach this sheet to the contest. 
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Reading Comprehension 
(See Multiple Choice sample contest on pages 14-16) 
1.  Ten (10) points for each correct answer.  
2.  The contestants are instructed not to “for” out an incorrect answer, but  

to keep brailling.  You are to consider only the last answer brailled, even if a 
previous answer might be correct and the last one is incorrect.  

3.  If an answer is correct, mark the point value to the left of the number.       
     Mark an incorrect answer with a line above it and write a zero (0) to the left of  
     the number.  If an answer has been rebrailled, mark a diagonal line through  
     the first version of the answer.  (See sample on page 15, answer 2.)  
4.  Do not mark off if the contestant used the wrong number next to an  
     answer, or brailled the number incorrectly in any way. 
5.  For the answers, do not mark off if the letter indicator, capital dot, or  
     period is missing. 
6.  Add up separately the points for each passage completed, then record  
     the combined total score for all the passages on the Contest Face Sheet (7.),  
     initial it (8.), include your notes (9.), if appropriate, and attach it to contest.   
     (See sample on page 27.)  Use only one Contest Face Sheet for each  
     contest regardless of the number of passages completed. 
7.  There will not always be ten (10) questions per passage.  Some passages   
     may have only eight (8) or fewer questions.   
 
Reading Comprehension Instructions for Visually Impaired Scorers 
1.  Braille the word “Passage”; then indicate the number of the passage. 
2.  Braille the number of the incorrect answer, followed by a full cell. 
     Add up the number of correctly answered questions for each passage and  
     multiply by 10 points to indicate the score. For example, if there are 10  
     answers in Passage 1, and you found two questions answered incorrectly,  
     you would write “Score 80.” Repeat this process for the second passage. 
3. Total the scores from both passages, then braille the words “Total Score”   

followed by your final number. Attach this sheet to the contest. 
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Proofreading 
(See Multiple Choice sample contest on pages 14-16) 
1.  Twenty (20) points for each correct answer. 
2.  The contestants are instructed not to “for” out an incorrect answer, but  
     to keep brailling.  You are to consider only the last answer brailled,  
     even if a previous answer might be correct and the last one is  
     incorrect.  
3.  If an answer is correct, mark the point value to the left of the number.       
     Mark an incorrect answer with a line above it and write a zero (0) to the left of  
     the number.  If an answer has been rebrailled, mark a diagonal line through  
     the first version of the answer.  (See sample page 15, answer 2.)   
4.  Do not mark off if the contestant used the wrong number next to an  
     answer, or brailled the number incorrectly in any way. 
5.  For the answers, do not mark off if the letter indicator, capital dot, or period is  
     missing. 
6.  Add up all the points and record the total score on the Contest Face  
     Sheet (7.), initial it (8.), include your notes (9.), if appropriate, and attach  
     it to contest.  (See sample on page 27.)   
 
Proofreading Instructions for Visually Impaired Scorers 
1. Braille the number of the incorrect answer, followed by a full cell.  
2.  Add up the number of correctly answered questions and multiply by 20 points  
     to indicate the score. For example, if there are 10 questions and you found  
     two questions answered incorrectly, you would multiply 8 x 20 and braille  
     “Total Score 160.” Attach this sheet to the contest. 
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Scorekeeping Example for Spelling 
 
Markings: Use a diagonal line across a brailled word that was rebrailled and therefore doesn’t 
count at all.  Use a straight line over the word you are counting that is incorrect.  An unmarked 
word is considered correct.  These markings assist the score checkers and BIA staff in reviewing 
contest scoring.  Write the total point value given for a word in the left-hand margin.  If there is 
no point value given for a particular word, write a 0 (zero) in the left-hand margin. 
 
Be sure you have your answer key and use it when scoring each word in order to confirm the 
correct spelling for each version and which words have no contractions.  It is a good idea to 
keep a dictionary handy when scoring this contest.  There may be occasions when a dictionary 
will give two acceptable spellings for a word, and this must be considered when scoring this 
contest.  IF YOU ARE NOT A UEB CERTIFIED TRANSCRIBER, YOU MUST USE THE 
BRAILLE ANSWER KEY ONLY WHEN SCORING A CONTEST BRAILLED IN UEB CODE. 
 
The comments below match up with the braille samples on the following page. Comments refer 
only to the words brailled that show something you may have a question about. 
 
1. Demonstrates the word spelled correctly on first attempt in uncontracted and contracted 

braille. The contestant is awarded six points. 
2. The contestant brailled the uncontracted word twice.  Even though the first attempt is  spelled 

correctly and the second attempt is spelled incorrectly, no points are awarded as you use the 
last word brailled.  The contracted word is brailled correctly, so the contestant is awarded 
three points. 

3. The uncontracted word is spelled correctly.  The contracted word is brailled twice.  The first 
attempt is incorrect, the second one is correct.  The contestant is awarded six points for the 
uncontracted and contracted words brailled correctly. 

5.  The uncontracted word is spelled correctly.  There is no contracted version for this word so 
the contestant is awarded the maximum point value of three points. 

7.  There is only an uncontracted version of this word.  It is spelled correctly the first time and 
incorrectly the second time, so no points are awarded.  Again, you are using only the  
last word brailled. 

11.  The first attempt for uncontracted is correct, but the second attempt is incorrect.  Then the  
       contestant spelled the contracted version correctly, and re-spelled the uncontracted   
       version correctly.  In this case, because the last two words brailled in contracted and  
       uncontracted braille are correct, the contestant is awarded six points. 
12.  Both the uncontracted and contracted versions of the word are spelled correctly, but the  

  actual word given was “shaped” not “shape.”  The contestant is awarded no points for this    
  word.   

       Note:  This is a good example of why you must use the answer key. 
14.  The uncontracted version is spelled correctly the first time, then re-spelled incorrectly.   
       The contracted version is spelled incorrectly.  Since the last attempts for uncontracted and  
       contracted are incorrect, the contestant is awarded no points.  
15.   The word is spelled correctly in the uncontracted version, but incorrectly in the contracted 

version. The contestant is awarded three points. 
16. In this example, both words are correct, but the number is mis-brailled. This does not     

affect the spelling of the word – the contestant is awarded the six points. 
17. The uncontracted version is spelled correctly; there is no contracted version. The 

contestant is awarded the maximum point value of three points. 
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,JOE ,*ALL5G]  ,PAGE #A                 

,SPELL+    

                           (Total for all pages) 

6  #A4  AFTER  AF 

3  #B4  WESTERN  WESTURN   WE/]N 

6  #C4  MONSTER  MON*] MON/] 

6  #D4  BLAST  BLA/ 

3  #E4  SPECIAL 

6  #F4  PROTECTION  PROTEC;N 

0   #G4  VOICE  VOISE 

6       #H4  MULTIPLICATION  MULTIPLICa;N 

6  #I4  SPEAK SP1K  

6  #AJ4 YARD  Y>D 

6  #AA4 LARGE  larg  L>GE  large 

0  #AB4 SHAPE  %APE  (Note:  Actual word is shaped.) 

6  #AC4 SPRAIN  SPRA9 

0       #Ad4 WRECKED  RECKED RECK$ 

3    #AE4 STRAIGHT  /REI<T 

6    *#Ad4 KNOWN  "KN 

3      #AG4 GIANT 

 
72      (Page Total) 

 
Please note:  The Spelling contest usually consists of two or more pages, so the total 
indicated in the upper right-hand corner of this first page reflects the total for all pages. 

            
Be sure you check the entire length of the line for all possible spellings that were brailled 
for a word.  When you see there is more than one version of the uncontracted or 
contracted word brailled, cross out all but the last one so anyone reviewing the contest 
can immediately tell which one you used for scoring.           

            

 
NOTE:  You may access a .brf file of the Answer Key for this sample contest on the Braille  

  Challenge website at www.braillechallenge.org.  This file can either be embossed, or  
  printed in simbraille. 

  

185 
       mp 

http://www.braillechallenge.org/
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Scorekeeping Example for Reading Comprehension  
This scoring technique is applicable for all multiple choice contests,  

including Proofreading and Charts and Graphs 
 
The scoring value used here is for Reading Comprehension (10 points).  When scoring the other 
contests, please be sure to use the correct point value. 
 
Markings: Use a diagonal line across an answer that was re-brailled, and therefore doesn’t 
count at all.  Use a straight line over the answer you are counting that is incorrect.  An unmarked 
answer is considered correct.  These markings assist the score checkers and BIA staff in 
reviewing contest scoring.  Write the point value for each correct answer in the left-hand margin.  
If there is no point value given for a particular question, write a 0 (zero) in the left-hand margin. 
 
Be sure you have your answer key and use it to score each question. 
 
The comments below match up with the braille samples on the following page. Comments refer 
only to the words brailled that show something you may have a question about. 
 
Passage 1 
2.  The contestant brailled two different answers.  The first one was actually correct, but  
     doesn’t count as you use the last answer brailled. The second answer brailled is  
     incorrect.  The contestant is awarded no points for this question. 
4.  In this example, the contestant didn’t braille a period after the letter.  However, the letter  
     answer is correct and the contestant is awarded the 10 points. 
9.  The answer is correct, but they used a cap dot and no period.  Punctuation is not  
     applicable, so the contestant is awarded 10 points. 
 
Passage 2 
4.  The contestant used a Nemeth number for the question number, but the answer is correct.   
     The contestant is awarded 10 points. 
10.  The contestant brailled the answer three times. The last one is correct, so the contestant  
       is awarded the 10 points. 
 
Passage 3 
4.  The contestant used the wrong question number, but the answer is correct. The contestant  
     is awarded 10 points. 
9.  The answer is brailled in words instead of the letter “c” (which is the correct answer) to  
     represent the answer.  Also note that “Carol” is not contracted properly – this is not  
     considered an error in this instance.  We are only concerned with whether or not the     
     contestant selected the correct answer.  You will need  to ask the Scoring Room  
     Administrator for the copy of the contest to determine if the words brailled correspond to “c”.   
     In this case they do, and the contestant is awarded the 10 points. 
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(Applies to ALL Multiple-Choice Contests)                             

 

,JUDY ,*ALL5G]   ,PAGE #A 

,R1D+ ,comPREH5.N       (Total for all Passages) 
                                                                                                           

 

,PASSAGE #A 

10     #A4 ;C4 

0  #B4 A4 ;d4   (Note:  “a.” was actually the correct answer) 

10     #C4 ;B4 

10     #D4 ;D  * 

0  #E4 A4    70  (Total for this passage.) 

10     #F4 ;C4 

10     #G4 ;D4 

0  #H4 ;B4 

10     #I4 ,A * 
10     #AJ4 ;D4 

 

,PASSAGE #B 

10     #A4 ;D4 

10     #B4 A4 

  0   #C4 ;B4 

10     #d4 ;D4 * 
0    #E4 ;C4    70 (Total for this passage.) 

10     #F4 A4 

10     #G  ;C4 

0  #H4 ;B4 

10     #I4 ;D4 

10     #AJ4 A4 ;c4 ;b4 

 

,PASSAGE #C 

10     #A4 ;C4 

 0    #B4 ;D4 

10     #C4 ,A * 
10     #f4 ;C4 * 
10     #E4 ;B4    80  (Total for this passage.) 

 

  

   220 
     mp 
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,JUDY ,*ALL5G]  ,PAGE #b 

,R1D+ ,comPREH5.N    

 

 

10     #F4 ;B  * 
0  #G4 ;D4 

10     #H4 A4 

10     #I4 ,t$ & ,carol * * 
10     #AJ4 ;B4 

 

 

 

*  NOTE: These examples show either a mistake or inconsistency in the way the answer 
number or answer letter was brailled -- this is not counted as an error as long as the 
answer itself is correct. 
 
* * NOTE: If the answer is brailled in words rather than the letter answer, they are given 
full point value if the words correspond to the correct  letter answer.  This is the case 
even though “Carol” is not properly contracted.  (Your Scoring Room Administrator will 
have a print and braille copy of all contests to which you may refer in this instance.) 
 
 
(This sample is for Reading Comprehension, which has a point value of 10 for each 
correct answer.  You will, of course, use the point value that applies to the contest you 
are scoring.) 
 

 

NOTE:  You may access a .brf file of the Answer Key for this sample contest on The Braille 
Challenge website at www.braillechallenge.org.  This file can either be embossed, or printed in 
simbraille. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.braillechallenge.org/
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Scorekeeping Example for Speed & Accuracy 

 

Point value is 1 for each correct word and -2 deduction for each incorrect word.   
 
There is a maximum of 2 points subtracted regardless of how many errors are in an incorrectly 
braille word. Punctuation is counted as part of the word to which it is attached.  Extra words 
brailled that are not in the passage should be crossed out and are not counted at all when 
calculating the score. 
 
Individual formatting errors, such as a cell-5 heading or a blank line instruction given in the 
narrative, count as one error with a 2-point deduction.  For list formatting, only one 2-point 
deduction is given for each listed item regardless of the number of errors within that one item.  
(See sample on page 21.)   
 
If a contestant is consistent with a formatting error – such as incorrect indention for a paragraph 
or two blank cells after a period throughout the passage – this is not counted as an error.  This 
applies to these types formatting errors only. 
 
It is a good idea to keep a dictionary handy when scoring this contest, as you will see in the 
explanation for Line 7. 
 
Markings:  A line with a (  2  ) over a word indicates an error and 2 points are deducted.  A 
diagonal line through a word indicates it’s either an extra word not in the passage, or that the 
word was rebrailled. No points are added or subtracted. A line with a (  -2  ) between two words 
indicates that there is a word missing and two points are deducted. 
 
Be sure you have your answer key and use it to score this contest to ensure that things like 
missing/extra words and punctuation are caught and marked properly.  A print copy of the 
contest will provide the word count for each line, total for a paragraph, and a total for the 
passage.  The braille and print samples are on the following pages. 
 
Passage 1 
Line 1.  The word and and circles should read encircles.  The and is an extra word, and the  
              word circles is an error.  This is counted as one error. 
Line 4.  The word north should be capitalized.  This is one error.  
Line 6.  The words of  and the should be contracted.  This is counted as two errors.  
Line 7.  As you will see here, the word “volcanoes” is spelled one way on the answer key, but  

   is spelled another way – volcanos – on the contestant’s paper.  When the dictionary  
   gives two correct ways to spell a word, you must consider this when scoring Speed  
   and Accuracy.  In this instance, the contestant was given credit for their spelling of the  
   word. 

Line 11.  This line starts a new paragraph and should be indented.  This is one error.  The  
                word the should be capitalized.  This is one error. 
                The words land and scape should be one word.  This is one error. 
Line 12.  The word up is missing here.  This is one error. 
Line 14.  The word sudden should be after the word bring – … Fire bring sudden … Even  
                though the word sudden is brailled correctly, the sequence of the words is out of  
                order and therefore is an error.  If the word sudden had been brailled incorrectly in  
                addition to being out of order, it would still only be counted as one error. 
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Line 15.  The word distruction is spelled incorrectly, and the punctuation should be a period,  
                not an exclamation mark.  Because the punctuation is scored with the word, the  
                misspelled word and punctuation together count as one error. 
Line 17.  The word Scientists has two contraction errors, but is counted as only one error.    
Line 18.  The word these should be their – this is one error.  The word the is an extra word and  
                does not count.  The word earth should be capitalized – this is one error. 
Line 21.  The contestant brailled the word the incorrectly, and then brailled it correctly.  Only  
                the correctly brailled the is counted. 
Lines 24 and 26.  In each of these instances the word mantal is spelled incorrectly, and the  
                contestant is marked off two points for each.  Remember, this is not a formatting  
                error, and therefore each occurrence is treated as an error. 
Line 30.   The number is brailled using Nemeth.  Contestants are instructed not to use Nemeth  
                numbers.  This is counted as one error. 
Line 33.   In this line there is a whole sentence missing consisting of 5 words.  This is counted  
                as one error for each missing word, for a total of ten (10) points deducted. 
Line 34.  The number 1 should be spelled out as one.  This is counted as one error. 
Line 36.  The word at the end of the line should be away, but there wasn’t room to complete  
                the word.  As the complete word was not brailled at the beginning of the next line,  
                this is counted as one error.  
Line 40.  This sentence should have started as a new paragraph.  This is counted as one  
                error. 
Line 41.  The word towards should actually be toward.  This is counted as one error. 
                This is a very good example as to why it is so important to use the answer sheet   
                when scoring this or any other contest.  Don’t forget, this is a Speed & Accuracy  
                contest. 
 
Recording scores for each PARAGRAPH: 
In the left margin you will record total words brailled and total errors.  Please use the totals 
shown on the print answer key supplied.  See paragraphs 1 and 2 for examples of how this 
should be done.  Once the whole passage has been scored in this manner, add up all the totals 
for each paragraph to come up with a final total for the passage.  This number should be 
recorded on the back of the last page of the passage (see example below).  Each passage 
should be scored in this manner, and then the grand total for all the passages should be 
recorded on the first page of the first passage in the upper right-hand corner, and on the 
Contest Face Sheet. 
 
As you will note, even though some paragraphs have missing or added words, you will still use 
the total for the paragraph as indicated on the print version.  (Again, see the print version that 
follows the braille.) 
 
In the case where a contestant does not finish a paragraph, but brailles only one or two 
sentences, you would use the line total(s) on the print answer key (shown in right-hand margin) 
and subtract the errors from that number to come up with a total for that “paragraph.”  You DO 
NOT include in the scoring any portion of a paragraph/passage the contestant did not 
complete.  
 
Indicate final score for each passage as follows: 
 
TB      318 (Total Brailled)               (This score should match what you get when 

TE      - 52 (Total Errors)       adding up the final scores for each paragraph.) 

FS      266 (Final Score)  
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The print version of this passage follows the brailled version for comparison. 
Note:  You should not see blank lines between lines in an actual contest.  Blank lines  
           were used here only to make it easier to read wherever there are errors noted in red.     
          There will not be line numbers on the actual contest.  The line numbers in red are only  
           for reference to the explanation of the error. 
              266 

,SAM ,SPE$Y  ,page #a              mp 

,SPE$ & ,A3URACY  ,PASSAGE #A 

               (extra word)   2 

1   ,A ,R+ ( ,FIRE & CIRCLES ! ,PACIFIC     

2 ,OC1N4 ,X GOES NOR?W>D "? ,NEW ,Z1L&1 

3    ! ,PHILIPP9ES1 & ,JAPAN4 ,X FOLL[S ! 

                                            2 

4    COA/ ( NOR? ,AM]ICA D[N F ,ALASKA 

5    to ,MEXICO4 ,?\S&S ( E>?QUAKES AL ROCK    

73                                                                                                                           2        2 

- 8  6   ? >EA EA* YE>4 ,M ?AN HALF OF the _W' 

65     7   ACTIVE VOLCANOS >E F.D 9SIDE ! R+4  

8   ,FI]Y LAVA T comES ABV ! SURFACE F DEEP  

    9   9SIDE ! ,E>? GIVES ! REGION XS "N3 !  

   10 ,R+ (  ,FIRE4 

                             (This red line is used simply to show where a paragraph ends.) 
 

   2     2             2 

   11  ! L& SCAPE >.D ! R+ IS ALW *ANG+4   

                                                                                       -2      (missing word) 

   12 ,MI<TY M.TA9S RISE v OV] MILLIONS (    

31   13     YE>S4 ,VOLCANOES & E>?QUAKES AL;G !  

- 12                                                                           2                                                  (word out of order) 

19   14    ,R+ ( ,FIRE BR+ v BUR/S ( SU45 D1? & 

                         2 

   15     4tRUC;N6 

16   ,>E E>?QUAKES & VOLCANOES RELAT$8  

                   2                    

17 ,SCI9TI*S ?9K !Y >E4 ,SCI5TI/S BASE   

           
         2                                                                                                    (extra word)     2 

18 ^! 2LIEFS ON :AT !Y "K AB H[ ! E>? IS  

19     /RUCTUR$4 

20   ,E>? IS L A BALL MADE UP ( S"EAL     

21      LAY]S4 ,! C5T] ( ,E>? IS CALL$ ?e !  

22      CORE4 ,SCI5TI/S 2LIEVE ! CORE IS MADE  

23     MA9LY ( METALS4 ,SURR.D+ ! CORE IS !  
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                      2                                        2 

24     MANTaL4 ,! MANTAL IS MADE ( HOT1     

25    mELT$ ROCK4 ,! H>D1 \T] LAY] ( ,E>?  

                                                                                                                                           2 

26    IS CALL$ ! CRU/4 ,! TOP "P (! MANTAL  

27    &! CRU/ >E CALL$ ! LI?OSPH]E4 

28   ,! LI?OSPH]E IS BROK5 UP 9to BIG     

29    PIECES OR SLABS CALL$ PLATES4  

                                                                                                                               2 

30  ,SCI5TI/S ?9K "! CD 2 Z _M Z #30 ( ^!  

31    PLATES4 ,"S (! PLATES >E ENORM\S4 ,!  

32 ,PACIFIC ,OC1N SITS ON "O GIGANTIC    

          -10    (five words missing) 

33 PLATE4 v ,"S"TS A 3T95T OR AN OC1N IS  

                                                                          2 

34 MADE UP ( M ?AN #A PLATE4 

35   ,! PLATES >E ALW MOV+ ON TOP (! 9N]  

                                   2 

36     MANTLE4 ,9 "S PLACES ! PLATES PU% aWA 

37 F "O ANO!R4 ,PLATES >E  MOV+ AWAY F  

38    EA* O!r "U ! ,ATLANTIC ,OC1N4 ,LAVA    

39     OOZES UP F CRACKS 2T ! PLATES4 ,!  

                                                                                                                               2 

40     LAVA H>D5S & MAKES NEW CRU/4 ,9 O!R  

                                                                                                                  2 

41     PLACES ! PLATES >E MOV+ T[>DS "O  

42     ANO!R4 ,"S"TS ! PLATES CRA% TGR1 &!  

43    $GES CRUMPLE UP to =M M.TA9 RANGES4 

   
(This is the end of Passage 1.) 

 
NOTE:  You may access a .brf file of the Answer Key for this sample contest on the Braille    
             Challenge website at www.braillechallenge.org.  This file can either be embossed, or  

    printed in simbraille. 
 

 
 
AGAIN, THERE WILL BE NO NEGATIVE SCORING FOR THIS CONTEST. 

 
 

Scoring for List Format 
 

#A4 ,BRL TRANSCRIP;N S]VICES3  

http://www.braillechallenge.org/
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  ,TRANSL,N to & F BRL 73TRACT$1  

  UNCONTRACT$7 9 ,DANI%1 ,BRITI%  

  ,5GLI%1 ,ITALIAN1 ,GREEK1   

   ,G]MAN1 ,ICEL&IC1 ,NORWEGIAN &  

  ,PORTUGUESE4 ,SUPPORT$ DOCU;T    

 2 pts.      TYPES 9CLUDE TEXT FILES1  

  for 1.    ,MICROS(T ,^W DOCU;TS 7DOC1   

  DOCX1 ,^W XML71 ALL TYPES ( PDF  

  DOCU;TS1 & _M O!RS4 ,2F ! BRL   

    DOCU;T IS RETURN$ to ! US]1 X MAY   

  2 3V]T$ to A "PICUL> BRL "* SET  

  BAS$ ON US] SETT+S4 ,DOCU;TS C  

  AL 2 RETURN$ 9 ,UNICODE ,BRL OR  

  =MATT$ 9 EI TEXT =MAT OR ,,PEF  

  7,PORTA# ,EMBOSS] ,=MAT74 

#B4 ,AUDIO 3V].N S]VICES3 ,ALL  

  DOCU;T TYPES LI/$ 9 ! PREVI\S  

  SEC;N MAY 2 3V]T$ 96MP#C FILES4  

  ,FUR!RMORE1 ,ROBO,BRL IS CAPA# (   

   3V]T+ WELL-/RUCTUR$ ,^W DOCU;TS  

  7DOC1 DOCX1 XML7 9to ,DAISY ,TALK+  

 2 pts.    ,BOOKS -PLETE ) AUDIO4 ,! AUDIO  
  for 2.  3V].N S]VICES CURR5TLY 9CLUDE  

  HI<-QUAL;Y VOICES = ! FOLL[+  

  LANGUAGES3 ,DANI%1 ,BRITI%  

  ,5GLI%1 ,G]MAN1 ,POLI%1 ,FR5*1  

  ,ITALIAN1 ,PORTUGUESE1 ,SLOV5IAN  

  & ,LI?UANIAN4 

#C4 ,A3ESSIBIL;Y S]VICES3 ,O!RWISE   

   9A3ESSI# DOCU;TS S* Z IMAGE   

   FILES & IMAGE-ONLY PDF1 Z WELL  

   Z ALL TYPES ( PDF FILES C 2  

   3V]T$ to M A3ESSI# =MATS4 

 

2 pts for 3. 
 
 
(Print version of answer sheet which corresponds to the braille version on the   
 previous pages.) 
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Braille Challenge 2009 
Preliminary Test 

 
    Junior Varsity  
    Speed and Accuracy--Passage 1  
  

    A Ring of Fire encircles the Pacific        7  
    Ocean. It goes northward through New Zealand, the      8 
    Philippines, and Japan. It follows the coast        7 
    of North America down from Alaska to Mexico.       8 
    Thousands of earthquakes also rock this area each      8 
    year. More than half of the world's active volcanos      9 
    are found inside the ring. Fiery lava that comes above    10 
    the surface from deep inside the Earth gives the       9 

        73        region its name: the Ring of Fire.         7 
    _______ 

    The landscape around the ring is always changing.      8 
    Mighty mountains rise up over millions of        7 
    years. Volcanoes and earthquakes along the Ring      7 

         31       of Fire bring sudden bursts of death and destruction.      9 
    _______ 

    Are earthquakes and volcanoes related?       5 
    Scientists think they are. Scientists base their       7 
    beliefs on what they know about how Earth is       9 

         22       structured.             1 
    _______ 

    Earth is like a ball made up of several        9 
    layers. The center of Earth is called the core.       9 
    Scientists believe the core is made mainly of       8 
    metals. Surrounding the core is the mantle. The       8 
    mantle is made of hot, melted rock. The        8 
    hard, outer layer of Earth is called the crust. The     10 
    top part of the mantle and the crust are called the    11 

         64       lithosphere.             1 
    _______ 

     
The lithosphere is broken up into big pieces       8 

    or slabs called plates. Scientists think there        7 
    could be as many as 30 of these plates. Some of the    12 
    plates are enormous. The Pacific Ocean        6 
    sits on one gigantic plate. Other plates        7 
    are much smaller. Sometimes a continent or an ocean      9 

         57       is made up of more than one plate.         8 
    ________ 
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    The plates are always moving on top of the inner    10 
    mantle. In some places the plates push away from      9 
    one another. Plates are moving away from each other      9 
    under the Atlantic Ocean. Lava oozes up from       8 
    cracks between the plates. The lava hardens and      8 

          47      makes new crust.            3 
    _______ 

    In other places the plates are moving toward one      9 
    another. Sometimes the plates crash together, and the edges    9 

          24      crumple up to form mountain ranges.         6 
 
 

 
     

         318 
 

 
 
 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTEST FACE SHEET 
 
The Contest Face Sheet will help us quickly and accurately log individual scores 
and determine each contestant’s eligibility for the Final Round. Below are 
instructions on how to complete the Contest Face Sheet. Each contest must have 
its own filled-in Contest Face Sheet.  Please use only one per contest regardless 
of the number of passages, etc., a contestant completed.  A reproduction of the 
Contest Face Sheet is on page 6. The numbers below correspond to each section 
to be completed. 
 
Instructions for Proctors 
1. Name—Please make sure the contestant's name is on a Contest Face 

Sheet for each contest, in case a contestant’s contests get separated.  
 
2. Group— Please "X" out the letter for the contest level being taken. 
   A  = Apprentice 
   F  = Freshman  
   S = Sophomore  
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   J    = Junior Varsity 
   V   = Varsity 
3. Contest Category—Please place an "X" after the appropriate contest, 
indicating first or second passage or problem, if applicable. For example, if the 
contestant completed the Speed & Accuracy contest, Passage 1, place an "X" 
after Pssg. 1. If the contestant gets to additional passages, place an "X" after 
Pssg. 2, and so on.  This procedure applies to all the contests with multiple 
passages.  (Please see examples that follow the CFS.) Mark “Did Not Take” 
ONLY if a student did not attempt the contest.  If items 4. and 5. are not 
completed when you receive the contest for scoring, please verify correct 
choice and fill them in on the Contest Face Sheet. 
 

4. At or Below Grade Level—Please circle whichever applies to a contestant.  
Contestants taking any one of the contests below grade level are not eligible 
for the Finals.   
Below Grade Level is any Apprentice contestant taking the contests in 
uncontracted braille OR any contestant taking contests below their contest 
grade level.  Also, if, for example, a Sophomore contestant takes the 
Freshman Spelling contest as well as some Sophomore contests, this 
contestant is still considered Below Grade Level. 

 Contracted or Uncontracted—Please circle whichever applies to a  
contestant.  Contestants taking any one of the contests in uncontracted 
braille are not eligible for the Finals.   

5. Number of Sheets—Fill in the total number of braille sheets submitted for 
the attached contest. 

6. Comments—Include anything you feel is pertinent to a student and/or the 
test-taking process.  For example, if their brailler broke down or there was an 
interruption during the test, you may note that in this section.    

 
Instructions for Scorers 
This section is to be completed by volunteer scorers only (individual transcribers 
contracted by Braille Institute, or scorers at Preliminary Regional events).  
Teachers who proctor the Braille Challenge for their own students cannot score 
their own students’ work. 
7. Score—Fill in the total score for a completed contest.  
8. Initials—To be completed by the person scoring the contest. 
9.  Notes—Used to explain anything pertaining to the scoring of the contest.  It 

might include such things as "couldn't score lines 24 and 25 due to 
typeovers."  Or ask questions you had that BIA staff can review when the 
contest is submitted. 

 
Please be sure to write or print legibly. 
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PLEASE USE ONLY ONE CONTEST FACE SHEET PER 
CONTEST REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER OF PASSAGES, 
ETC., COMPLETED. 
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